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A GENERALIZED SCHWARZ SPLITTING METHOD BASED ON
HERMITE COLLOCATION FOR ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE
PROBLEMS'
YU~LING LAII, APOSTOLOS HADJIDIMOSI, AND ELIAS N. HOUSTISI
Abstract. Tile Schwarz Alternating Method (SAM) coupled with various numerical discretization
schemes has been already cstablislLcd as all efficient alternative for solving differential equations on
various parallel machines. In this paper we consider an extension of SAM (Generalized SdLwarz
SpliUing-GSS) for solving elliptic boundary value problems with generalized interface conditions tllat
depend on a parameter that might differ in each overlapping resion [13]. The GSS utilized in this work
is coupled with the cubic Hermite collocation discretization approach [8] to solve tile corresponding
boundary value problem in each subdomain. The main focus of this study is the iterative solution of
the corresponding enlLanced ass collocation discrete matrix equation for a model elliptic boundary
value problem. For this we carry out the spectral analysis of the associated enhanced block Jacobi
Heration matrix. In the case of one-dimensional problems and assuming the same parameter in all
overlapping regions, we determine the domain of convergence and lind a subinterval of it in which
the optimal parameter lies; moreover, we obtain sels of optimal parameters for Lllc multi-parameter
ess case. In addilion, we a.nalyze the convergence properties of the one-parameter ess case for a
two-dimensional model problem. Finally, we apply GSS to a number of model and general one- and
two-dimensional differential equation problems, present a number of numerical examples that verify
the theoretical results obtained and compare tllC convergence rales of the SAM and GSS methods
with minimum and maximum overlap.
1. Introduction. The Schwarz Alternating Method (SAM) was originally intro-
duced in [11] over a hundred years ago to solve the Dirichlet problem for Laplace's
equation on a plane domain by iterating over a sequence of Dirichlet subproblems
defined on two overlapping subregions of the original domain. The coupling of these
subproblems is enforced through the so called interface conditions defined on the
subdomaln boundaries in the interior of the whole domain (interfaces). The original
formulation of SAM assumed Dirichlet interface conditions that depended on the solu-
tion of the neighbor subproblem(s). Its convergence properties are studied in detail in
[3] and [4]. One of the early numerical formulations of SAM for elliptic boundary value
problems can be found in [7]. The numerical SAM approach has recently become very
popular in connection with the parallel solution of elliptic partial differential equations
(PDEs). This is primarily due to its inherited coarse grain parallel structure. Tn this
paper, we consider the SAM method with generalized interface conditions which arc
the linear combination of l.he solution and its normal derivative on the subdomain
interfaces. Each of these conditions depends on a parameter associated with each
overlapping region. This extension of SAM is called Generalized Schwarz Splitting
(GSS) [131.
The Schwarz Alternating Method has been coupled with either finite difference
or finite element discretization schemes to solve elliptic boundary value problems in
complex geometries by many researchers. In some special cases, the convergence prop-
erties of SAM have been investigated at a functional level. Since its introduction, the
convergence properties of the GSS with finite difference discretization have appeared in
many studies including [13] and [5]. To our knowledge, there are a few researchers who
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have considered either SAM or GSS coupled with collocation discretization schemes.
In [2J the authors apply SAM based on Legendre collocation discretization and spec-
tral methods to solve elliptic problems and demonstrate its convergence for model
problems. In [15] the formulation of SAM was considered for the Poisson equations
with Dirichelet boundary conditions on an L-shaped region. Only experimental re-
Sllits are reported in [15J. The work in [2, 15] and our recent work in [5J and [6J has
motivated us to study the convergence properties of GSS associated with the cubic
Hermite collocation discretization technique [8].
The SAM approach can be formulated either on the continuous geometric and
functional components of the PDE problem (referred as the functional level formula-
tion) or on the corresponding discrete geometric and algebraic data structures asso-
ciated with the numerical method selected (referred to as the matrix equation level
formulation). In this paper, we consider the matrix formulation of SAM and GSS
for elliptic PDE problems based on the Hermite collocation discretization procedure.
Specifically, we derive the associated enhanced Hermite collocation matrix equation
problem [13J for GSS and study its iterative solution.
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief description of
the GSS on a rectangle at functional and matrix levels. In Section 3, first we de-
line a matrix with a specific structure and then we investigate some basic properties
associated with it. Using the results obtained, we derive the block Jacobi iteration
matrix corresponding to applying the GSS with bicubic Hermite collocation discretiza-
tion for the solution of the Poisson equation under Dirichlet boundary conditions on
a rectangular domain split into overlapping stripes. In Section 4, we carry out a
spectral analysis of the enhanced block Jacobi iteration matrix corresponding to the
one-dimensional problem. Furthermore, we determine the domain of convergence and
find a subinterval of it in which the optimal parameter for the one-parameter GSS
case lies; moreover, we obtain sets of optimal parameters for the multi-parameter GSS
case. In Section 5, we analyze the convergence properties of the one-parameter GSS
case for the two-dimensional problem. Finally, in Section 6, we present a number of
numerical examples in the one- and two-dimensional spaces that verify the theoreti-
cal results obtained in this paper. In addition, we compare the convergence rates of
the SAM and GSS methods with minimum and maximum overlap and draw several
conclusions.
2. A Generalized Schwarz Alternating Method. We consider the Dirichlet
problem
(1) {
Ln = f in ll,
u = 9 on an
where L is a second order linear elliptic partial differential operator, n is a rectangle
(a, b) X (c, d) E R2 and an is its boundary.
In order to formulate the GSS for PDE problem (1), we decompose n into k
overlapping rectangles (stripes) nl, ... ,nk, defined as ni = (ti/,tiT) X(c,d) with a =
tll < t21 < ... < tkl < b and a < ttT < t2T < ... < tkr = b. Furthermore, for k ~ 3
we assume that t 2/ < ttr and t(i-2)T < til < t(i_t)r for i = 3, ... , k . This assumption
guarantees that no three consecutive stripes can have a common overlapping area
and that any two consecutive stripes do overlap. We set fj/ = {til} X (c,d) and
fiT = {tiT} X (c,d), plus assume that both sets rll and rkr are empty. We also define
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r',
~----------------~ ~----------------~f' ~- -- ----- - f'L - - - - - - - - --~
f~ ....---------f~----------.. r~
~----------------.. ~---------------- ..
FIG. 1. A decomposition of n for k = 3
f'3
ri = ani - (fif U fir)' An example of such a decomposition for k = 3 is depicted In
Figure 1.
Then, the Generalized Schwarz Splitting method applied to problem (1), with a






for i = 1, ... , k, where the w's are user defined parameters.
Problem (2) can be solved iteratively for a given initial guess (u~O), ... , u~O)). Fol-
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where i = 1,2, .. " k and j = 1,2, .... There are many ways of implementing a discrete
analog of the algorithm (3). This is due to the many choices for the parameter w
and to the many alternatives of the discretization technique to be selected for each
subproblem.
If the discretization scheme used to solve the subproblems in (2) is the same as
the one used for the solution of the original problem (1) , then it is easy to see that







while problem (2) is reduced to solving the larger system (enhanced) Ay = J
(4)
An A 12
A;I B~2 C~2 A~3
A21 B" C" A23
A32 A33 A 3'1
A~3 B~4 C~4 A~5









where A is a k X k block tridiagonal matrix. In both cases, we assume that the
unknowns have been decomposed according to the splitting in Figure 1. Notice that,
corresponding to the overlapping region fh n !12, we have f~ = [J; ],f; = [;2]'
A;, = [A~, ], A;3 = [:'3]' A;, = [A~']' A;3 = [L], Bb = [~: ], C~2 =
[-~J, B;2 = [-:2] and C;2 = [~22] with E j = [O,O, ... ,0,hI (wr ),h2(wr )],
E 2 :=; [hI (WI), h2(wJ), 0, ... ,0] plus °being zero vectors or submatrkes, where hi's are
vectors derived from the interface boundary conditions. Similar relations hold [or the
equations associated with the overlapping region !12n !13.
In view of the way algorithm (3) is derived, it is apparent that in order to study the
convergence properties for a given discrete implementation of it, that is of (4), it suffices
to study the corresponding properties of the block Jacobi iteration matrix associated
with the enhanced linem system (4). On the other hand, one should bear in mind that
[or different implementations of the algorithm (3) the convergence properties of the
corresponding iterative methods based on the linear system ('1) may be different for
the same problem. So, one may not have a single block Jacobi matrix to study for the
different implementations of the algorithm (3). To simplify the subsequent discussion,
we shall confine ourselves to selecting the cubic Hermite collocation discretization
technique to discretize all the subproblems. For this specific implementation, we shall
derive the corresponding block Jacobi iteration matrix for a model problem and shall
study the impact of the various chokes of the parameter w, subject among others to
the restriction WI = WrJ on the spectral radius of the Jacobi matrix. For this study
we will exploit some basic properties of a specific matrix structure in the section that
follows.
3. Spectral Analysis of the Block Jacobi Iteration Matrices. In this sec-
tion, we define a set of matrices which share a particular structure, stlldy their prop-
erties, and develop the preliminaries needed for the rest of the analysis. Then, we
use these results to derive the block Jacobi iteration matrix corresponding to a GSS
scheme with bkubic Hermite collocation discretization technique for a model problem
in the two· dimensional space. It is worth noticing that the analysis and the results of
this section can also be used to handle the one-dimensional problem.
3.1. Preliminaries. First we define a matrix T(m, 11.,0:1, Ih, Ct2, {3z) of order 4mn
such that
CtIAI +{3IA2 A3 -A4
Ctl 11 3 +{3IA4 Al -112
Al A2 A3 -A4
A3 A4 Al -A2
(5)
A, A, A3 -A,
A3 A, A, -A,
A, A, Ct2A3 - .BzA4
A3 A4 Ct2AI - .B2 A2
where each Ai, i = 1, ... ,4, is a matrix of order 2m and Ct1, {31, Ct2, {32 are scalars. For
simplicity, we denote it by T in the remaining of this section.
Next, we introduce the two matrices
(6)
We assume that N is nonsinglllar and its inverse is written in the same block form
as N, namely N- I = [~~ ~~]. Then, it follows from the obvious relation N
[~ ~] M [ ~ ~I ], where I denotes the identity matrix of order 2m, that lvI-I =
[!~4 _B~3]· Based on the material introduced so far we can state and prove the
following statement.
LEMMA 3.1. If the matrices -{3]B] + Ct1B3 and .BzB j +CtZB3 are invertible, then
the following relation.s hold
c\ 5, I 6
(_N-IM)"-l [Q,I] 0 (_M-IN) [all] 0f3,I 0 f3 ,1 0
(7) T ,T
(_N-l M) [ a,I] 0 (_M-IN)n-l [all] 0f3,I 0 f311 0
I 0 C, 5,
where
(8)
J5, = (-f3\B, +a,B3)-I([{3,I, -a,l] (_N-lM)" ~:J ),
15, = ( -f3,B, - a,B3)-1 ([{3,I, -a,1] (-M- l N)" ~:J )
with C I and Cz being matrices of order 2m that can be uniquely determined.
Proof It is sufficient to show the first part of (7), since the second part follows by
a similar argument. It is trivial to show, using (5) and (6), that the last 211. - 2 block
5
elements of both sides of (7) are equal. To determine 51, we use the first two blocks
of both sides lo gel
(9)
Then, premultiplying both members of (9) by [J3II, -aII]N- l we obtain
whlch determlnes 51' C r can be determined uniquely from (9) by premulliplying it first
by N- l and then solving for C1 from either lhe first or the second block component of
the resulting equation. Since C I is nol used later l its explicit expression is not needed.
D
Now, let us assume that T and a:1A3 + IhA,1 are nonsingular and VI and V2
denole lhe submatrices of the last 2n - 1 block components of the matrix prod-
ucts T-l[I, 0, ... ,0, of and T-l[O, I, 0, ... , ojT respectively. Then, since T-1T is the
idenlily matrix, we obtain V1(a:1Al + I3l A2) + V2(a: l A3 + IhA4) = O. This implies
V2 = -111(alAI + I3l A 2 )(0'1 A3 + I3l A4)-I. Hence, the matrix of lhe last 2n - 1 block
components of the matrix product T-l[AI. AI. 0 ... ,oy is
(10)
To simplify the above expression, we state and show the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.2. If bolh Al and A3 are nonsingular, then
Proof. We have
A, - (a,A, + IhA,)(a,A3 +i3,A,)-' A3
A,(I - (a,I + i3,A, ' A,)(a,I+ i3,A,' A,)-')
Al(a:lI +,BlA3l A4 - all -l3l Ail A2)(0'1! + I3l A3"l A4 )-1
!3,A,(A,' A, - A,' A,)(a,I + i3,A,' A.I )-'









[ ~ ~]. Thus, the
(!3,B, - a,B3 )(A, - (a,A, + i3,A,)(a,A3 + i3,A,)-l A3 )
(!3,B, - a,B3 )i3,A,(A,'A, - A,' A,)(a,I + i3,A,' A.lt'
131(l3lBrA1A3"1 A4 - fhB l A2 - QIB3AIA3"1 A4 +0'1B3A2)(0'1! +131A3"1 A4)-1
131(l3l(I - B2A3)A;1114 - ,BIBIA2 +QIB4A3Ail A4 + a:l B3A2)(a:11 + ,BlAi l A4)-1
= i3,(i3,A,' A, - i3,(B,A, +B,A,) +a,(B.A. +B3 A,))(a,I + i3,A,' A.)-'
= i3,(a,I +i3,A,'A,)(a,I +i3,A,'A.)-' = 13,1. 0
Now, combining Lemma 3.2 with the expression in (10), we can easily show the
first relation of the Lemma 3.3. Similarly, using the second equality of (7) we can
derive the second relation of the same lemma.
,
LEMMA 3.3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 hold and the matrices T, AI, A3
51, and 52 be inverlible. Then, we have
A, c;
A3 (_N-IM)n-l [ a2I]
0 {32 1
(-{3,)([{3,I, -a,I]( - N-IM)" [;;J] r 'r '






(-{32)([{32I, -a2II(_M-I N)" [;:J] r 'r '
0 [ all]A:~ (_M-I N)n-I {3,1
A, C;
where C~ and C~ are malrices of order 2m thaI can be uniquely determined.
3.2. Derivation of the block Jacobi Iteration Matrix. In this section we
consider the Dirichlet problem for Poisson equation on tIle rectangular domain 51 and
the n splitting defined in Section 2. We use the bicubic Hermite collocation technique
to discretize the corresponding continuous GSS PDE subproblems. To simplify the
discussion, in the sequel, we use a uniform mesh with m + 1 y-grid points and 1+ 1
x-grid points for each subdomain. Moreover, it is assumed that the overlaps ninni+l,
i = 1, ... , k - 1 are of equal size with (to + 1) x-grid points in each of them, h = hx =
d;;.c = b:n = hy and n = lk - (k - 1)/0 . In order to make the entries of the collocation
coefficient matrix independent of the mesh size h, the basis functions for the standard




() (1 )8n;1x)WrUi X + -Wr an
we impose
() (1 )8n; ,(x) rW/Ui_! x + -WI an ' x E i/,( )+(1 ) 8n;+,(x) E rwrui+l x -wr an ' X in
It is worth noticing that
__~W~;L----:WI =,h-wrh+w;
w'
and Wr = 'h---w~'~;~'~+-w~, .
, ,
To form the corresponding linear system we use Papatheodorou's ordering (see also [9])
to order the unknowns and the equations. Therefore, the original problem (without
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applying the GSS scheme) leads to the solution of the linear system Ay = f with the
k d j . j h' b' [T T T JT [T T TJ"un nown an t Ie ng 1t and sIde vector emg Yl, Y2 , ... , Y2n and /1 1/2 , ... , f2n.
respectively, where Yi and J; are vectors of length 2m. More specifically, the compo-
nents of Y2n and Y2i-l, i = 1, ... , n, are the approximate values of u and h ~~ at the
nodes on the corresponding x-grid line while Yl and Y2i, i = 1, ... , n - 1, are the ap-
proximate values of h~; and h2 ::;;y at the nodes on the corresponding x-grid line. The
enhanced linear system (4), A17 = J, after eliminating the unknowns associated with
the values of Ui and ~ on the artificial boundaries by using the artificial boundary
conditions from each subproblem, is expressed in a block form as follows
D, U YI 11
L D, U 112 h
(11)
L D, U
L Dk Yk !k
In (II),
""-1 (l-w' ",'-I }-w')D, = T(m, 1, 0, 1, =,-:-, 1), D 2 = T m,L,~, 1, =,--=-, 1) and Dk = T(m, l,.:......::;:t, 1, 0, 1 ,w~ WI W T WI
while U is a matrix of block order 21 with As, At, 1-~~A3' l-~~Al as its (2[- 1,2/0),
"'r W r
(21, 2/0 ), (21-1,210+1), (2[, 2lo+1) block clements and O's elsewhere and L is a matrix
of block order 2! with AI, As, "';"71 AI' w1-;1 As as its (1, 21-210), (2,2/-2[0), (1,21-210+1.01, W,
1), (2, 2L - 2/0 +1) block clements and D's elsewhere. Yi and Ii are vectors consisting of
4ml elements each and their relations to those of the original linear system are the foI-
l . - [-T -T '1' T
owmg Yi = Y2(i-lj(l-lo)+l"'" Y2(i-l)(I-lo)+2Io-1' Y2(i-l)(I-lo)+2Io ' ••• , Y2(i-l)(I-11I)+21~1'
yi(i_l)(l_lo)+21+l1
T
./; = U!<i-l)(I-lo)+l' ... , J~i-l)(I-lo)+2IJT. It is worth noticing that
it can be shown that iii = Yi if the matrix if on the left hand side of equation (11) is
invertible (sec, e.g., [12]).
Let J be the block Jacobi iteration matrix associated with the matrix coefficient
A of (11). To simplify the notation, we assume that
Di""I[0, ... ,0,A5,AiV = [Xf,X!, ... ,XiEV, D;I[Af,A§',O, ... ,OY = [Yt,Yl, ... ,Yl;V,
-I l' T l' _ l' T T T -1 T T T _ T T TJTD2 [0, ... ,0,A3,A1J -[ZI,Z2,···,Z211, Dk [111 ,113 ,0, ... ,OJ -[WI ,W2 ,··"W21 '











Y 0 0 Z
y 0 0 Z
y 0 0 Z




X2/- 210 Cr X 21-210 I





Tn view of the structure of .T', it is not difficult to see, through a similarity transfor-
mation using the matrix diag([ ~ -~II], [~C'/] ,...), that U(.1I) = U(JIf) U {O},
where JII is of the same structure as .1' with its entries being
X;:::o X 21-210 - CIX21-21o+l, Y ;:::0 Y210 + c r Y2Io +l' Z = Z210 +CrZ2Io+l,
Y = Y21-210 - c1Y21-2Io+l, Z = Z21-210 - e,Z21-2Io+l7 W;:::o lV210 + Cr W2Io+l'
Applylng now Lemma 3.3 we can obtain that
X -II, -"II( _M-1 N)'-" [n (II, c,I](_M-1Nj' [~] j-1,
Y -II, c,I](_N-1M)'-" [ -iI ] (II, -c,I](_N-1M)' [ -iI ])-1,
Z -II,c,I](-M-1N)'O [c1] ([I,c,I](-M-1N)' [C;I\)_"
y -II, -"II( _N-1M)'O [ -ill ([I, -"I](_N-1M)' -iI ] )-1,
Z _ -II,-"I](-kr
'
Nj'-" [C;I (II,c,I](-M-1N)' [C;I]j_l,
w = -II,c,I](-N-1Mj'-" [n (II,-"II(-N-1Mj' [n)-l.
To slmplify the notation further, we restrict ourselves to considering the case
Cr = CI. That Is, we assume that the artificial boundary conditions are of the same
lype. Then, uslng the fact that (M- t N) = diag(J, -1)(N-t M)diag(J, -1), it is shown
that X = W, Y = Z and Z = Y. Consequently, we take that u(J) = U(-Gk) U {O},
where
OX
Y 0 0 Z
ZOO Y
(12)






Z II, -c,I] (_N- 1Mj"
Note that Gk Is a 2(1.: -1) x 2(k - 1) block matrix.
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4. One-Dimensional Case.
4.1. The One-Parameter GSS. First, we consider the case where WI and W r
are the same in each overlapping region. In this section, we consider the GSS algorithm
(3) together with the cubic Hermite collocation discretization scheme for the boundary
value problem
{
Uxx = f, a < x < b,
u(a) = g., u(b) = gb.
For this problem, we have Al = -2V3, Ih = -1- V3, A 3 = 2V3 and A<j = -1 +../3,
where the Ai'S are defined in Section 3.1. Since these entities are scalars and not
matrices of order 2m, we can now write (_N-IM) explicitly. Simple computations
1 [1-1] ... . [1- j ]show that (-N- M) = 0 1 . In turn, thiS Implies that (_N-1 M)1 = 0 1 .
Therefore, after some simplification of the previously found expressions takes place we
can obtain that for the case Cr = CI
a(J) = a(-Gk) U {O},
where Gk is the following matrix of order 2(k - 1)
0 (I {oj 00I+c~~ 0 0 Lo.±1£r.1+2c~ 1+2cr
Lo.±1£r. 0 0 ~1+2c~ 1+2cr
J.::1rL 0 0 Lo.±1£r.l+2cr {+2c~~ 0 0 .1=k..1+2c~ {+2cr(I lo) 00 0I+cr
From the above expression, it is readily observed that G" is block 2-cyclic consistently
ordered or weakly cyclic of index 2 [14J (see also [16] or [1]), therefore a(Gk) = a( -Gd.
It is worth mentioning that in [5] a matrix of precisely the same structure is consid-
ered and recurrence relationships to minimize the spectral radius of Gk are obtained.
However, for the cases k = 4 and 5 the expressions that can be obtained are very
difficult to handle, while for k > 5 the equations that can be obtained can not be
solved analytically. We have exactly the same situation. In the present work as in
[5], it is shown that p(Gk ) can be made zero [or Cr = 1-10 and for the case k = 2 or
k = 3. Thus, we have the theorem below.
THEOREM 4.1. For k = 2,3 and Cr = I -10• we have p(J) = O.
For the case k > 3, the analysis in [5] holds except that the expressions for the
corresponding entries of the Gk matrix are different. However, in order to go a step
further in the direction of determining the optimal value of Cr we shall focus on two
issues: i) determine the interval of Cr for which the block Jacobi method converges
and ii) determine a genuine subinterval of the interval in (i) in which the optimal Cr
lies. For this we state and prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.2. Under the assumptions made and the notation 11sed so far the
following relation holds
p(J)(= p(Gk)) < 1
10
if and only if Cr E (-~,oo). Moreoverl the mzmmum (optimal) value of p(J) IS
attained at some Cr E (1 - io, 00).











1=lrL. 0 0 !o.±1£r.1+2ce 1+2ce
~ 0 0 1=lrL.
- 1+2ce 1+2cr(I-Io}-ce 0I+ce
and -G~ is an irreducible nonnegative matrix with all nonzero entries strictly increas-
ing with Cr in (-00, -i), it follows that p(Gk ) is strictly increasing. Moreover, it is
easy to show that limce__oo p(Gk) = 1. Consequently, we obtain p(J) > 1. In case
-1 < Cr < -b, we have
Note that the inequality above is satisfied because Il~~ecr > 1 and /.;;~e < o. There-
fore, at least one of the eigenvalues of Gk must have modulus greater than 1, implying
that p(J) > 1. In the case -t < C r :s; -~, Gk is an irreducible nonnegative matrix
with all nonzero entries strictly decreasing with Cr increasing. Specifically, we have
limcr -+(_lo/2)- p(Gk) = 1. This implies p(J) ~ 1. For the CiUiC Cr > - ~ and Cr of 1-10
we have p(J) < 1 because Gk is irreducible and the absolute sum of the first row is
less than IIGklloo = 1. As for the specific case Cr = 1-10 , Gk is reducible, since its first
and last rows are null vectors. However, after deleting the first and last two rows as
well as columns, the reduced matrix is irreducible and its spectral radius is the same
as that of Gk. Then, following the same arguments as previously, we obtain again
p(J) < 1. Coming to the second assertion of the present theorem, it is apparent that
the minimum value of p(J) is attained for some Cr E (-~,oo). However, to obtain
the genuine subinterval mentioned in the statement of the theorem a much deeper
theoretical analysis, based on a number of other statements, is required. This analysis
is presented in the Appendix. 0
1 ' ,
Note 1 We have W r = 1+' h' since Cr = -~r and Wr = h ~h+" Thus the~ ~ We ~
convergence interval in terms of w (= Wr = WI) is (0, 2Joh) :J (0, IJ and the optimum
occurs for some w in the interval (0, 1+(/ lo)h) C (0,1). In addition, iUi h ----Jo 0+ the
convergence interval tends to (0,1] while the interval in which the optimum occurs
tends to (0,1).
Note 2 The problem of determining a "better" interval in which the optimum
Cr lies than the one already obtained, i.e., (i-la, 00), is an open problem that is being
investigatcd. However, a number of numerical experiments have shown that the value
Cr = i-l0 (i.e., w = 1+(/ folh) is a good approximation to the optimal value of Cr·
4.2. The Multi-Parameter GSS. As we have observed, there are many choices
for the parameters w in algorithm (3) and therefore in the linear system (11). Here,
we shall consider the most general case, that is the one where there are two pairs of
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parameters wJi) and w!i) introduced for each subdomain ni. Let c~i) and c~i) be defined
in the same way as q and Cr were defined from WI and W r before. Let J be the block
Jacobi iteration matrix associated with (11). Then, following similar analysis to that
in Section 4.1, we get
a(J) = a(-G,) U {OJ
where
Yk-l 0 0 Yk-l





Following the same approach as 1n the proof of [5, Theorem 3.1], it. can be shown that
the next theorem holds.
THEOREM 4.3. Let eVI = (i -1)(1-10), e~') = (k - i)(I-lo), i = j, ... , k, where j
is any integer in {I, .. " k}, and the remaining pammeters c~i) and cV> be any numbers
such thall + c~l) =fi 0 and I + c~i) + cV> =fi O. Then, we have p(J) = O.
Note In view of the structure of the correspondlng Gk matrlx, 11. 1s observed that
among all the sets of parameters the set c~i) = (i - 1)(1-/0 ), c~i) = (k - i)(1-lo),
i = 1, ... , k, minlmizes the maximum order of the Jordan blocks of Gk w11ch is k - 1.
We have also observed from a number of experiments carried out that the maximum
order of Jordan blocks affects very slightly the number of iterations required to achieve
a specified accuracy.
5. Two-Dimensional Case. We consider the Poisson equation
.6.1L = f in n
w1th boundary condltions
u=gonan
where n is a rectangle. For tlus problem, we have that Al
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where
r = 2,/3, oS = -1 - ,/3,
t-!+ 2 w-liil
- 2 3\!3' - 36 .
E
m
Note that t denotes the "conjugate" of t = tl + t2V3 , i.e. t = t l - t 2V3 and 1'; is
defined as in [91.
Following the proof of Lemma 5.1 in [6], it can be shown that there exists a
nonsingular matrix V such that V1'2 = DV1'1 with
where
12[(8+cos OJ 1±y<\3+<10 cos OJ - 2(cos 8 j F l]
7+cosOj
Thus, it follows that there exist nonsingular matrices P and Q of order 2m such that
PAiQ = Di, i = 1, ... ,4, and each Dj is a diagonal matrix. Then, it can be shown
that
Let P = [et. c2m+I, e2, e2m+2, ... , e2m, e4m], where ei has 1 as its ith component and
O's elsewhere. It is clear that
- [Q-l 0] -1 [Q 0] - . - -P 0 Q-l (-N M) 0 Q P=dtag(D" ... ,D'm),
where Dj = [~Ij ~2j] with the property det(Dj) = 1, j = 1,···,2m. On the otherd3j d1j
hand, it is easily found out that
I _ (-I·+iA;)(5+wA,)-(r+tA;)(s+W,\) _ 432-192A,+7A]
") - (-r + lA;)(5 +WA») - (5 +wA;)(r +tA;) - 432 +24A; + A;
Also, it is observed that dIj > 1 because all >./s are less than o. Hence, we may set
(iIj = coshOj for some OJ > O. Using the fact that det(Dj) = 1, it is proved tllat
d2j(iaj = sinh OJ. Therefore there exist nonsingular matrices Qj = [ !& _~]
Vd;; VJ;;
such that QjI DjQj = diag(cosh OJ -sinh OJ, cosh OJ+sinh OJ). Let Q = diag(Ql, ... , Q2m),
then we obtain that
0-11' [Q~l Q~'] (_N-1M)P [~ ~] Po
= diag(cosh pB1 - sinh pBI , cosh pBI + sinh pBI , .. _, coshpB2m - sinh pB2m , coshp02m + sinh p02m).
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Q [COShP(Jj - sinhp(Jj 0 ] Q-l _
J 0 cosh pOj + sinh p(Jj j-




we can summarize the above discussion and conclude that






= diag(cosh pfh, cosh P02, ... , cosh p02m)
diag( flii sinhp(Jl, Ifisinhp02,"" J~ sinhp02m) .
djag( v~d!lu.sinhp(JI' v~ddsinhp02"'" v~diisinhp(J2m)
'oj i:; 'oj ;;;; 'oj r::::
Applying now (13) to express X, Y and Z of the matrix G~. defined in (12) we
can come to the following conclusion.
TIIEOREM 5.1. The spectrum of the block Jacobi iteration matrix associated with
the enhanced linear system (11) for the two-dimensional Poisson model problem IS
given by
u(J) = u( -GkJ U{O}.
The matrix Gk is of the same stru.ctu.re as G!.: defined in (12) with
X = (D2(1-lo) +c r D1(1_lo))(D21 - CrDlI)-I,
r - 2 - - - 2 ~ -1) = (D 2(1-lo) - crD3 (1_lo))(D21- 2crD l1 + Cr D31 ) ,
,,- - 2 - - - 2 - -1Z = (D210 - 2crDllo + CrD3Io)(D21 - 2crDlI + crD3d
and Dip, i = 1,2,3, being defined in (14).
COROLLARY 5.2. The SAM algorithm converges for all possible combinations oJ
l, lo and k.
Proof. In the traditional approach to SAM (cr is chosen to be zero) X, Y and Z
can be simplified to
v = Y = d· ('inh(21- 210)0, ';nh(21- 210)02m)
.1\ lag. , ... ,
smh 21(Jt sinh 2102m
and
Z _ d· (sinh 21001 sinh 210B2m )_ Jag ,_.', .
sinh 2L01 sinh 2lB2m
Then it follows from
sinh(2l- 2lo)(J + sinh2loB
sinh 21O
that
2 cosh(l- 2/0 )0 sinh 10
2 sinh Ie cosh Ie
co'h(1- 210)0
cosh 10
(G') IIG'II - =co",sJ",1(",I-ciC21",0)",0;p k ~ k 00 - .max < 1. 0Bj,I=I,... ,2m casillO;
Note It is well understood from the proof of the corollary above that the amount
of loll is a key factor that affects the convergence rate of SAM.
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TABLE 1
Tile convergence of the SAM, l-GSS and m·GSS methods jor one·dimensionalmodel boundary
value problem with exact solution u(x) = e-100(=-O.1)~(x2 ~ x). The number of subdomains (k), grid
size, rlUmber of iterations taken for the splitting scheme to converge and the discretization error are
displayed for two different domain splittings.
1-GSS(c, -1-10 ) SAM m-GSS
10 _ 1/2 10 _ 1 10 _ 1/2 10 _ 1 10 - 1/2 10 _ 1
(k, g"id) iter error iter error iter error iter error iter error iter error
(2,10) 2 6.64e-3 2 6.64e-3 6 6.640-3 13 6.64e-3 2 6.64e-3 2 6.64e-3
(2,22) 2 8.42e-5 2 8.42e-5 4 8.42e-5 10 8.36e-5 2 8.~2c-5 2 8,420-5
(3,17) 3 3.27e-4 3 3.27e-4 7 3.27e-4 23 3.270-4 3 3.27e-4 3 3.27e-4
(3,29) 3 2.67e-5 3 2.67e-5 5 2.670-5 38 2.57e-5 2 2.67e-5 3 2.67e-5
(4,26) 4 4.84e-5 4 4.84e-5 8 4.82e-5 73 4.720-5 3 4.840-5 3 4.84e-5
(4,46) 3 4.28e-6 3 4.25e-6 7 4.050·6 125 6.12e·6 3 4.31e-6 3 4.3De-6
6. Numerical Examples. In this section, we present a number of numerical
examples to verify the theoretical resulls obtained in the previous sections. We use
the zero vector as the initial glless of the solution of the enhanced linear system (11).
We display the maximum error Ilu - uJ..lloo based on an n x n grid of points, where
1l is the theoretical solution of the continuous problem and 7LJ.. is the computed one.
The iteration step (iter) denotes the number of the block Gauss-Seidel iterations
required to satisfy the stopping criterion lIy(j~I~~~~~~)lIoo < E, where y(j) is the jth
iteration approximation to the solution of the linear system (11) and (= 1.De - 6 and
E = 5.0e- 6 for I-D and 2-D problems, respectively. Throughout, we denote by I-GSS
the one parameter GSS and m-GSS the multi-parameter GSS.
For the one-dimensional case, we are using the boundary value problem
u"(x) = f(x), x E (0,1),
u(O) = go, "(1) = g"
where f(x), Yo and gl a.re selected such that the exact solution is u(x) = e- IOO(:L-0.1)2(x2 _
x). We apply both the traditional SAM and the one-parameter GSS with Cr = 1-10•
This is the optimal value for the case k = 2 or 3 both for minimum and maximum
overlaps. For the multi-pa.rameter GSS and the domain split with minimum overlap,
among the many choices of the parameters c~i) and c~i), we choose c~i) = (i -1)(1-10 ),
and c~i) = (k - i)(l-lo), i = 1, ... , k. The numerical results obtained are summarized
in Table 1. The data in Table 1 verify the theoretical observation that the conver-
gence of m-GSS and I-GSS with optimal Cr is independent of the overlap for all k
and k = 2, 3 respectively. The numerical results indicate that this behavior of I-GSS
holds for k > 3. All data indicate that GSS outperforms the traditional SAM.
Figure 2 displays the relation between the number of iterations and the parameters
C r for the I-GSS for four pairs of (k, 1), where k denotes the number of subdomains and
I denotes the number of subintervals in each subdomain. Our experiments are carried
out for maximum (half) overlap. From these plots, we can conclude that Cr = /-10 is
indeed the optimal value for the case k = 3 while the optimal value of Cr for k > 3 is
on the right of I -10 as this was shown in Section 4.1. Moreover, it appears that the
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FIG. 2. Plols of the Tlumber of iterations reqlJired by l-GSS to achieve convergence. 'Phe number
of iterations versus the parameter Cr for the orlc-dimcrl.SioTla{ problem with maximulII overlap and
different pairs (k,l), where k denotes the T111mbcr oj subdomains and I the number of subintervals in
cadI 9ubdQmairls.
increase with k. Also, from the same plots, we can observe that the traditional SAM
(case Cr = 0) has a very poor convergence rate compared to that of the one-parameter
ess with Cr = {-lo.
For the two-dimensional case, let the domain n be the unit square. First we
consider the Poisson equation
(15) Uxx +U yy = !(x,y), (x,y) E n
u(x,y) = g(x,y), (x,y) E an,
where !(x,y) and g(x,y) are selected so that
u(x,y) = lOe- 100(x-0.l?(x2 _ x)e-100(V-0.1)\y2 _ y).
Then, using the same exact solution we consider the more general PDE, taken from
[10],
[2 + (y -1)'-"]uxx + [1 + (,.;x,)]u" +5[x(x - 1) + (y - 0.3)(y- 0.7)]" = J, in n,
u(x, y) = 9 on an.
(16)
For the Poisson problem using a 2-way splitting (k=2), we can numerically dcrive
all the eigenvalues of the corresponding Jacobi matrix by Theorem 5.1 for any 1 and
10 . In Figure 3, the relations between the spectral radii and the parameters w, Cr are
depicted for maximum overlap. In these figures, we can see that for a fixed parameter
w the spectral radius decreases with the value of I increasing. In addition, we observe
that for a given 1 the minimum of the spectral radius always occurs near w = 0.8.
Note that Cr = W, which is close to the valuc 1- 10 = 1/2 for maximum overlap and
for small values of I.
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FIG. 3. Tile Jacobi matrix spectral radius versus w and c~ paramefers for the two· dimensional
Poisson model problem wifh 2-way domain splitting (k = 2) and maximum overlap.
optimal value of Cr for k > 3 should lie. The determination of the optimal parameter
Cr in question is still an open problem but our analysis suggests that this optimal
value is a number greater tIl an I - 10 • For the two·dimensional case, our analysis
consists of Theorem 5.1. This theorem improves OUI understanding of the relat.ion
between the parameter Cr and the convergence properties of the corresponding block
Jacobi lteration matrix. In addition, it provides a simpler matrix Gk to determine this
relation. In particular, for k = 2 we have experimented with several combinations of
I and w or Cr with 10 = 1/2 to obtain the corresponding spectral radius as shown in
Figure 3. From the experiments, we can see that w = 0.8 is independent of I and may
give an almost optimal convergence rate among cases wlth I being fixed.
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Tables 2 and 3 display the convergence behavior of SAM and I-GSS for the above
two problems for different splittings and grids with maximum and minimum overlap.
Since the theoretical values of the optimal parameter Cr for these problems are not
known, we experimented with the value Cr = 1 - 10 which corresponds to the case
k = 2 as this can be seen from Figure 3. The entries in Tables 2 and 3 indicate that,
regarding the accuracy of the solutions as well as the number of subdomains and the
size of the overlapping region, the one-parameter GSS with Cr = l - 10 requires less
number of iterations than the traditional SAM.
7. Concluding Remarks and Discussion. In this paper we have studied the
parameterized GSS at a discrete equation level (matrix formulation), coupled with
the cubic Hermlte collocation discretization scheme for both the one- and the two-
dlmensiollal model problems. For the one-dimensional problem, we have found the
optimal parameter values which correspond to the smallest possible spectral radlus of
the block Jacobi iteration matrix associated with (11) for k = 2,3 in the one-parameter
case and for all k in the multi-parameter case. We also determined the interval in
which the parameter Cr must lie so that the convergence of the Jacobi method would
be guaranteed. Moreover, a subinterval of the previous one was found in which the
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TABLE 3
The convergence of the I-CSS (er = I-/o) ond SAM (cr = O) for the geneml PDE problem (16)
with minimum ond moximum overlop splittings of the unit square. The exact solution is u(x, y) =
10r/J(x)r/J(y), where .p(x) = e-l00("'-O.1)~(x;Z - x). The number of subdomains (1.:), the number of
subintervals in eaeh subdomain {I}, grid size, number of itemtion and discretization error ore displayed
for both splittings.
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Appendix. In this appendix we prove the second part of Theorem 4.2. This is
accomplished after a number of statements presented as lemmas are proved.
LEM MA A.I. Let p(B) be the spectral radius of any matrix B of even order. Then,
we have del(B - AI) > 0 for all >. > pCB).
Proof. Let p(>') = det(B - >.I). It is clear that p(>') is a moille polynomial. It
then follows that p(,X) -+ 00 as >. -+ 00. Suppose that det(B - PII) .:::; 0 for some
PI > p(B), then there must exist a number P2 ~ PI such that P(P2) = O. Th.is,
however, contradicts the fact that p(B) is the spectral radius of B. 0
















































where 0 < l < 1. Notice that the indices denote the order of the corresponding
matrices and n is any nonnegative integer.
LEMMA A.2. Por the spectral mdii p(A2n ) and p(Botn ) of A2n and B.1n we have
p(A'n) ~ p(B'n).
Proof. Let [Xl, X2, ..• , x2nF' be the eigenvector of the irreducible nonnegative
matrix A2n corresponding to the spectral radius p(A2n ). Then, it is easy to show that
the vector [Xl, X2, ... , X2n, X2n, ... , X2, XI]T is an eigenvector of B4n with corresponding
eigenvalue>' = p(A2n ) from which it follows that p(A2n ) $ p(B4n ). 0
LEMMA A.3. If p(t) is lhe spectral radius of B 2n , then det(C2k_ l ) > 0 for all
k = 1, .. . ,n.
Proof It is easy to see that for k = lour assertion holds. For k > 1, we expand
det(C 2k-d with respect La its first row to get det(C2k_l) = t det(B2(k_l) - p(t)I)+(l-
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t?det(C2(k_l)_1)' Since B2(k_l) is a principal submatrlx of the nonnegative matrix
B 2n , it will be p(B2(k_l)) ::; p(B2n ). On the other hand, by Lemma A.l we obtain
that det(B2(k_l) - p(t)I) 2:: 0 for k = 2, ... , n. Thus, the proof of the present lemma
is completed by induction on k. 0
LEMMA A.4. The spectral radius p(t) := p(B2n(t)) of B2n strictly increases with
t for 0 < t < 1.
P1'Oof. We first observe that B2n is a nonnegative and irreducible matrix as 0 <
t < 1. Then, it follows that p(t) is a simple eigenvalue of B2n and det(B21l - p(t)I) = O.
Taking the derivative of det(B2n - pU)I) = 0 with respect to t and using the following
two basic properties
1£(det([ul' a2, ... , a2nV)) det([:t aI, a2, ... , a2nV) + det((UI' it a2, ... , U2nV) + ...
d l'+ det([alo a2""'dt a2n] )
and
det([al"'" ai-I, ai + bi , aiH,···, a2nV)
dct([Ul' ... ,ai_I, ai, aiH,· .. ,a2nV) + det([ah ... , ai_I, bi, aiH, ... , a2n]T),
with each ai or bj denoting a vector of length 2n, we obtain
n-1 'n
(17) 2{I: det(lJ" - p(t)J)dct(B'(n_1)_'k - p(t)I)}P'(t)p(t) +I: del(E,) = o.
k=O k=l
In (17), det(Bo - p(t)I) is defined to be 1 and i1k is a matrix with the same entries
as B2n - p(t)I except that its entries in the positions (k,k), (k,k + 2(_1)k) and
(k, k-( -1 )k) are 0, "1 and 1, respectively. Since p(t) is a simple root of det(B2n -)..I) =
o and from Lemma A.l we have det(B2n - >.1) > 0 for A > pU), it is implied that
d~\ det(B2n - AI) > 0 for).. = p(t). Thus, the coefficient of p/(t) in (17) is positive,
because it is equal to the value of dd>. det(B2n - AI) at oX = p(t). So, to show that
p/(t) > 0, it suffices to show that L~::'l det(Bk) < O. For the terms corresponding to
k = 1 and k = 2n, it is easy to show that det(Bt} = det(.82n ) = - det(C2n_d. Thus,
from Lemma A.3 we obtain det(Bt} = det(B2n ) < O. For the remaining terms, we
shall consider pairs such that k = 2i and k = 2i + 1 simultaneously. First, we switch
the (2i)th row of .82i+I with its (2i + 1)st one and multiply the new (2i)th row by -1.
Note that the determinant of the resulting matrix is equal to det(.82i+r) and only its
(2i + 1)st row differs from that of the matrix B2i. Then, we apply the second property
above to get det(.82 i) +det(B2i+l) = det(T;}, where Tj is the matrix of order 2n shown
below
(2i)th ~











1 0 0 -1
1 -p(t) -p(t) 1
t . -p(t) 0 1- t
1- t 0 -p(t) t
t -p(t)
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Expanding the determinant of Ti with respect to its (2i)th row, we obtain
(18)det(T,) ~ -{det(A'n_2i - p(t)I) det(C2i_,)+ del(A2i - p(t)I) det(C'n_(2i+l»))·
Now, we will derive another expression for det(Ti). For this, first we add the (2i)th
row of B2n - p(t)/ to its (2i + l)st one. The resulting matrix has all its rows the
same as those of the matrix Ti except for its 2ith row; its determinant is zero because
det(Jhn - p(t)I) = o. Then, we multiply its (2i)th row by 1/(1- t) and add the new
matrix to the matrix Ti. Note that the determinant of the resulting matrix is the same
as det(T;). In view of the structure of the Ilew resulting matrix, we can easily get
(19) det(1i) ~ _1_ det(A'n_2i - p(t)I) det(A2i - p(t)I).1 - t
From (19), we readily see that det(Ti) = dct(Tn_i). In the dlscussion that follows,
we assume that 1 < i S j, where j = [I] is the largest integer not exceeding n/2.
Since A2i is a principal submatrix of A2j, we get p(A2;) S p(A2j). Furthermore,
by Lemma A.2 we have p(A 2;) S p(11 2j) S p(JJ4j) ::; p(B2n ). It then follows that
det(A2 i - p(t)I) ;::: 0 by Lemma A.I. IT we assume that dct(T;) > 0 then both
det(A2n_2i - p(t)I) and det(A2i - p(t)I) are nonnegative by (19). On the other hand,
from Lemma A.3 we know that both det(C2i_l) and det(C2n_(2iH)) are positive,
therefore, the right hand side of (18) is nonpositive, which contradicts the assumption
det(Ti) > o. Consequently, we obtain det(B2i) + det(B2i+d ::; 0 for 1 S i < n. This
together with the negativeness of the first and the last terms completes the proof. 0
Let us now consider the case where Cr E (-~, l- lo). Since Gk is a nonnegative
matrix, p(GN) ;::: p(B2(k_3)) for t = Ir.;;~~ because B2(k_3) is a principal submatrix
of Gk. On the other hand, .it is easy to show that p(Gk) = p(B2(k_3) for t = 3~=~Qlo
and Cr = l- La. Therefore, applying Lemma A.4 and the fact that Ir.;;~~ > 3;:::~~o for
Cr E (-~, L-La] lead us to the conclusion that the spectral radius of the malrix Gk
in (12) with Cr = l-Lo is less than anyone corresponding to Cr E (-~,l-lo). This
result with the first part of Theorem 4.2 show that the optimal value of C r is attained
at some point in the interval [l - la, 00). This completes the proof of the second part
of Theorem 01.2.
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